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Melissa Norton MD, Editor In Chief  
*BMC Gastroenterology*

RE: Authors: Jeffrey K Lee, Erik J Groessl, Theodore G Ganiats and Samuel B Ho  
Title : Cost-Effectiveness of a Mailed Educational Reminder to Increase Colorectal Cancer Screening  
Journal: BMC Gastroenterology  
MS : 5280361974641969

Dear Dr. Norton,

Thank you for acceptance of our paper entitled “Cost-Effectiveness of a Mailed Educational Reminder to Increase Colorectal Cancer Screening” for publication in the *BMC Gastroenterology*. We have made the following corrections to the manuscript as requested:

1. Affiliations were added in full
2. Author’s contributions were added.
3. Additional files were corrected as requested and additional file 7 was removed.
4. Minor revisions: a) titles were removed from author list, b) running title removed, c) funding statement moved to acknowledgements section, d) previous exhibition moved, e) word counts removed, f) email addresses corrected, g) conflict of interest statement deleted, h) Introduction changed to background, i) Figures checked, j) typography corrected.

Also, if you could please make sure that the publication charge reflects the fact that I am submitting this manuscript from a *BMC* supporting member institution and should receive a discount. Thank you once again and please let me know if there are any other corrections needed.

Sincerely,

Samuel B. Ho, M.D.
Section Chief, Gastroenterology, VASDHS
Professor of Medicine
University of California, San Diego

samuel.ho2@va.gov